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At the beginning of the mail, I mentioned that you will get 2 or 3 mails - here is why. We currently collect 3 datasets:
• Dataset with Tweets in English related to agreed themes. This can help you to gain understanding of general (nationwide) discussion topics.
• Dataset with „LA related” Tweets which contains data from the dataset described above filtered down to get only a subset of Tweets related to LA. We are
using a query with several hundreds of LA related words (Streets in LA, LA organizations, objects in LA, etc) to filter down the content. This method is not 100%
accurate, so we may miss some LA related Tweets as well as include some out if interesting scope (LA context
)
• Last dataset contains original Tweets posted from the LA area - we use Twitter geolocation filtering, so accuracy of the filtering is beyond our control (LA Geo)
If you find it useful, we may also give you access to our Searching Dashboard, with predefined Subject filters. After opening a link in a browser you will be able to
see currently posted tweets for each subject almost in real time. You can also search fo very specific content using the query language (easy to learn, if you don’t
know it yet)
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Please click links below, to check it out. Use following login and password:
login:
pass:
(It takes several seconds for the server to respond before login)
LA Context (LA County geographical names mentioned)
http://34.76.67.114:5980/goto/ba45bff2b421e07a5e45eed16aabe708
Geotrapped to LA County
http://34.76.67.114:5980/goto/20b8392c6bb3c15bb83be0cd0e855066
As mentioned earlier, we soon plan to add some more stuff:
• Basic bot/troll detection/ratio information
• Articles, blogs and forums published on the internet about topics you are interested in.
1) Please take a look at collected data - especially included tweets - and let us know if it works fine. Please be aware that we cannot filter out all irrelevant
messages. We update queries daily to get a reasonable dataset, but there is still a significant amount of unrelated stuff. We may also miss some Tweets or
articles - if you find subjects we are missing, please let us know, so we will be able to improve our queries.
2) What is the best time for you to get these newsletters? We recommend you every morning at 8AM your time.
3) Would you like to get the access to searching Dashboard?
4) Would you like to get all 3 dataset reports or we should exclude some?
5) Do you have any Twitter accounts, you would like to monitor closely?
6) Are sub-topics definitions ok?
7) Is there anything we missed here?
I hope you will find our system informative and useful as possible, that’s why if you see any areas of improvement - please let us know!
Best regards
Lech
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